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PRESENT STATUS OF REALISTICSHELL-MODEL CALCULATIONS �A. Covello, L. Coraggio, A. Gargano, and N. ItaoDipartimento di Sienze Fisihe, Università di Napoli Federio IIand Istituto Nazionale di Fisia NuleareComplesso Universitario di Monte S. AngeloVia Cintia, 80126 Napoli, Italy(Reeived November 23, 2000)The present paper is omprised of two parts. First, we give a briefsurvey of the theoretial framework for mirosopi nulear struture al-ulations starting from a free nuleon�nuleon potential. Then, we presentsome seleted results of a omprehensive study of nulei near doubly losedshells. In all these shell-model alulations we have made use of realistie�etive interations derived from the Bonn-A nuleon�nuleon potentialby means of a G-matrix folded-diagram method. We show that this kindof alulation yields a very good agreement with experiment for all thenulei onsidered. This leads to the onlusion that realisti e�etive inter-ations are now able to desribe with quantitative auray the propertiesof omplex nulei.PACS numbers: 21.60.Cs, 21.30.Fe, 27.60.+j, 27.80.+w1. IntrodutionA basi input to nulear shell-model alulations is the model-spae e�e-tive interation Ve� . Over the past �fty years a variety of empirial e�etiveinterations have been onstruted, several of them leading to a very su-essful desription of nulear struture properties. While this approah hasproved to be of great pratial value in the interpretation of a large num-ber of experimental data, it is not satisfatory from a �rst-priniple pointof view. In fat, a fundamental goal of nulear struture theory is to un-derstand the properties of omplex nulei in terms of the nuleon�nuleon(NN) interation. This implies the derivation of Ve� from the free NN po-tential. As is well known, a �rst step in this diretion was taken by Kuo andBrown [1℄, who in the mid 1960s derived an s-d shell e�etive interation� Presented at the XXXV Zakopane Shool of Physis �Trends in Nulear Physis�,Zakopane, Poland, September 5�13, 2000.(871)



872 A. Covello et al.from the Hamada�Johnston potential [2℄. A few years later, an e�etiveinteration for the lead region was derived by Kuo and Herling [3℄ from thesame potential. This was then used in an extensive shell-model study [4℄ ofseveral nulei around doubly magi 208Pb.Although the results of these early works were more than enouraging, inthe following two deades there was muh skeptiism [5℄ about the reliabilityof what had beome known as �realisti� shell-model alulations. As aonsequene, this kind of alulation was pratially no longer pursued.From the late 1970s on, however, there has been substantial progresstowards a mirosopi approah to nulear struture alulations startingfrom a free NN potential. This has onerned both the two basi ingredientswhih ome into play in this approah, namely the NN potential and themany-body methods for deriving the model-spae e�etive interation.As regards the �rst point, several NN potentials have been onstruted,whih give a quite good, or even exellent, desription of the NN satteringdata and are suitable for appliation in nulear struture. Regarding thetheoretial basis of these potentials, they an be divided into two ategories,aording to whether they are based on the meson theory of nulear foresor are purely phenomenologial in nature (exept for the one-pion-exhangetail whih is inluded in all potentials). We shall disuss this subjet in somedetail in subsetion 2.1.As for the seond point, an aurate alulation of the BrueknerG-matrix has beome feasible while the so-alled Q̂-box folded-diagram se-ries for the e�etive interation Ve� an be summed up to all orders usingiterative methods. An outline of the essentials of this derivation will begiven in subsetion 2.2.Based on these improvements, in reent years there has been a revival ofinterest in shell-model alulations employing e�etive interations derivedfrom the free NN potential. In this ontext, a key issue is how auratedesription of nulear struture properties an be provided by realisti ef-fetive interations. We have onentrated our e�orts during the past �veyears on this problem, trying to assess systematially the role of these inter-ations in nulear struture theory. To this end, we have studied a numberof nulei around doubly magi 100Sn, 132Sn, and 208Pb [6�14℄. In partiular,we have foused attention on nulei with few valene partiles or holes, sinethey provide the best testing ground for the basi ingredients of shell-modelalulations, espeially as regards the matrix elements of the e�etive NNinteration. It is our aim here to give a brief survey of the present statusof realisti shell-model alulations. While it should be mentioned that al-ulations similar to ours have been performed for the Sn isotopes and theN = 82 isotones [15,16℄, the ontent and onlusions of this paper are basedexlusively on our own omprehensive study.



Present Status of Realisti Shell-Model Calulations 873Although we have studied some nulei with both neutrons and protons invalene shells [12℄, we shall only onsider here nulei with idential valenenuleons, for whih we feel we have now a well de�ned senario. In severalases we have also performed alulations using various e�etive interationsderived from di�erent NN potentials [11℄. All the results summarized in thispaper, however, have been obtained by making use of e�etive interationsderived from the Bonn-A free NN potential. We will ome bak to thispoint in the following Setion.Our presentation is organized as follows. In Se. 2 we give an outline ofthe theoretial framework in whih our realisti shell-model alulations havebeen performed. Some seleted results are presented in Se. 3, where wealso omment on the whole of our alulations. Se. 4 presents a summaryof our onlusions. 2. Theoretial framework2.1. The nuleon�nuleon potentialAs regards the �eld of NN potentials, we only give here a brief surveyof the main aspets relevant to nulear struture. An historial review anda detailed desription of the most reent developments are to be found inRefs. [17�22℄.From the theoretial viewpoint, the only quantitative models for theNN interation are based on meson theory. Indeed, the early sound the-oretial models were the one-boson-exhange (OBE) potentials �rst devel-oped in the 1960s. Later on, sustained e�orts were made to take into a-ount multi-meson exhanges, in partiular the 2�-exhange ontribution.These e�orts have been essentially based on two approahes: dispersion re-lations and �eld theory. The work along these two lines, whih went onfor about a deade, resulted eventually in the Paris potential [23℄ and inthe so alled �Bonn full model� [24℄, the latter inluding also ontributionsbeyond 2�. These potentials �t the world NN data below 300 MeV lab-oratory energy with a �2/datum = 3.71 and 1.90, respetively [18℄. TheBonn full model is, however, an energy-dependent potential, whih makes itinonvenient for appliation in nulear struture alulations. Therefore, anenergy-independent one-boson-parametrization of this potential has been de-veloped [17,24℄, whih has beome known as �Bonn A potential�. The phase-shift preditions by this potential are very similar to the ones by the Bonnfull model with a �2/datum of about 2. Bonn-A, like full Bonn, inludesnonloalities leading to a weak tensor fore, as measured by the preditedD-state probability of the deuteron, PD=4.4%, to be ompared [18℄ with5.8% for the Paris potential.



874 A. Covello et al.Over the last ten years or so both the Paris and Bonn-A potentials havebeen used in nulear struture alulations. In some ases [6, 8, 11, 25, 26℄omparisons between the results given by these two potentials have beenmade, whih speak in favor of the Bonn-A potential. In partiular, fromour own alulations for several medium-heavy nulei [6, 8, 11℄, it turns outthat this potential leads to the best agreement with experiment for all ofthe nulei onsidered.During the last few years, new high-quality NN potentials have beenonstruted whih �t the 1992 Nijmegen database [27℄ (this ontains 1787pp and 2514 np data below 350 MeV) with a �2/datum � 1. These are thepotentials onstruted by the Nijmegen group, Nijm-I, NijmII and Reid93[28℄, the Argonne V18 potential [29℄, and the CD-Bonn potential [22, 30℄.The �rst four potentials are purely phenomenologial in nature (exept forthe orret OPE tail) while CD-Bonn is essentially a new version of theOBE Bonn potential with an additional �t freedom obtained by adjustingthe parameters of the � boson in eah partial wave [22℄. A omparisonbetween the preditions of these potentials is made in Refs. [20, 21℄. In thisontext, it may be mentioned that in Ref. [22℄ the �2/datum produed bythese potentials in regard to the 1999 NN database is onsidered and theonlusion is drawn that the CD-Bonn potential gives the most auratereprodution of the presently available NN data.All the high-preision NN potentials mentioned above use about 45 pa-rameters. The prie one has to pay to ahieve a very aurate �t of theNN data is well brought out by noting that while Bonn-A has only 13 pa-rameters, whih are oupling onstants and uto� masses (see Table A.1of Ref. [17℄), CD-Bonn uses 43 free parameters [22℄. This makes it learthat, to date, high-quality potentials with an exellent �2/datum � 1 anonly be obtained within the framework of a substantially phenomenologialapproah.Sine the high-preision NN potentials �t almost equally well the NNdata up to the inelasti threshold, they are essentially idential on-shell.They may largely di�er, however, in their o�-shell behavior. These o�-shell di�erenes may show up in nulear matter [31℄ and nulear struturealulations. As mentioned in the Introdution, we are urrently studyingto whih extent nulear struture alulations depend on the NN potentialused as input. From the results obtained so far [11℄ it turns out that Bonn-A and CD-Bonn give similar results. These two potentials have essentiallythe same o�-shell behavior [30℄, but show large di�erenes on-shell in termsof the �2. The �ndings of our nulear struture alulations are quite inagreement with those of Refs. [18,21℄ whih are based on alulations of thebinding energy of the triton. In this onnetion, it is worth noting that stillto date the experimental value (8.48 MeV) of this quantity is best reprodued



Present Status of Realisti Shell-Model Calulations 875by the Bonn-A potential, whih predits 8.35 MeV [32℄. The predition ofthe CD-Bonn potential (8.0 MeV) omes rather lose to this value while allthe other high-preision potentials underbind the triton by about 800 keV.This may be traed to di�erenes in the strength of the tensor fore. WhileBonn-A and CD-Bonn predit PD = 4:4% and 4.8%, respetively, the otherpotentials yield PD � 5:7% [21℄. These fats suggest that potentials witha weak tensor fore may lead to a better desription of nulear strutureproperties. This is quite an interesting point sine di�erenes in PD mayin turn be traed to o�-shell di�erenes. We shall not go further into thissubjet here, but would like to emphasize that it ertainly demands a morequantitative understanding.As already mentioned in the Introdution, the results presented in thispaper have all been obtained by using the Bonn-A potential. The briefsurvey given above should serve mainly the purpose of showing that thispotential provides a sound basis not only to test the auray of realistishell-model alulations, but also the meson theory in whih it is rooted.2.2. The shell-model e�etive interationIn our alulations we make use of two-body e�etive interations derivedfrom the free NN potential by way of a G-matrix folded diagram method.Here, we only outline the essentials of the method and give the referenesrelevant to this short presentation. A detailed desription of the derivation ofVe� inluding a more omplete list of referenes an be found in Refs. [33,34℄.As usual, the e�etive interation Ve� is de�ned byHe�P � = (H0 + Ve�)P � = E�P �; (1)where the eigenvalues E� are a subset of the eigenvalues of the originalHamiltonian in the full spae, � = 1; 2 : : : d with d denoting the dimensionof the model spae. H0 = T + U is the unperturbed Hamiltonian, T beingthe kineti energy and U an auxiliary potential introdued to de�ne a onve-nient single-partile basis. U is usually hosen to be the harmoni osillatorpotential. Here P denotes the projetion operator onto the hosen modelspae, whih generally onsists of a major shell above the doubly losed ore.The �rst problem one is onfronted with in the derivation of Ve� is thatall modern NN potentials have a strong repulsive ore, whih makes per-turbation alulations meaningless. This di�ulty an be overome by in-troduing the G-matrix de�ned by the integral equation [35℄G(!) = V + V Q2 1! �Q2TQ2Q2G(!); (2)



876 A. Covello et al.where V represents the NN potential, T is the two-nuleon kineti energy,and !, ommonly referred to as starting-energy, is the unperturbed energyof the interating nuleons. The operator Q2 is the Pauli exlusion operatorfor two interating nuleons, to make sure that the intermediate states ofG must not only be above the �lled Fermi sea but also outside the modelspae within whih equation (2) is to be solved. Thus the Pauli opera-tor Q2 is dependent on the model spae hosen, and so is the orrespondingG-matrix. Note that the operator Q2 is de�ned in terms of harmoni osilla-tor wave funtions while plane-wave funtions are employed for the interme-diate states of the G-matrix. As regards the harmoni osillator parameter~! we have used the values given by the formula ~! = (45A�1=3� 25A�2=3)MeV, where A is the mass number of the ore.The operator Q2 is spei�ed, as disussed in [35℄, by three numbersn1, n2, and n3, eah representing a single-partile orbital (the orbits arenumbered starting from the bottom of the osillator well). In partiular, n1is the number of orbitals below the Fermi surfae of the doubly magi ore,n2 �xes the orbital above whih the passive single-partile states start, andn3 denotes the number of orbitals of the full spae. In priniple, this lastnumber should be in�nite. In pratie, as we shall see in the following, it ishosen to be a large but �nite number.It should be noted that in the alulation of G the spae of ative single-partile states, whih is de�ned as the number of levels between n1 and n2,may be di�erent from the model spae within whih Ve� is de�ned. Severalarguments for hoosing the former larger than the latter are given in [35℄.Generally, n2 is �xed so as to inlude two major shells above the Fermisurfae. In our alulation for the lead region, however, we have found thata substantially better agreement with experiment is obtained when n2 isinreased from two to three shells above the n1�th orbit [13℄.An aurate alulation of the plane-wave G-matrix (2) is feasible byusing the Tsai�Kuo method [36℄. This method gives the exat solution of Gas G = GF +�G: (3)The free G-matrix is GF = V + V 1! � T GF ; (4)and the Pauli orretion term �G is given by�G = �GF 1eP2 1P2(1e + 1eGF 1e )P2P2 1eGF ; (5)with e � (! � T ) and P2 = 1�Q2.



Present Status of Realisti Shell-Model Calulations 877The GF matrix does not ontain the Pauli exlusion operator and heneits alulation is relatively onvenient. To ompute �G, we have to performsome matrix operations within the model spae P2. The only neessaryapproximation in the Tsai�Kuo method is to make n3 a �nite number. Itwas shown [35℄, however, that a su�iently large value of n3 ensures theauray of this approximation.As a last point, it is worth noting that for asymmetri doubly losedores the Q2 operators for protons and neutrons are di�erent, as the valene-proton and -neutron orbits outside the ore are di�erent. In this ase, thealulation of G is more ompliated [8℄. In fat, one has �rst to alulateGF in a proton�neutron representation. Then �G, whih depends on theP2 operator, has to be alulated for protons and neutrons separately.Using the above G-matrix we an now alulate Ve� in the model spae.This interation, whih is energy independent, an be written shematiallyin operator form as [37℄Ve� = Q̂� Q̂0 Z Q̂+ Q̂0 Z Q̂Z Q̂� Q̂0 Z Q̂Z Q̂Z Q̂+ ::: ; (6)where Q̂ (referred to as Q̂-box) is a vertex funtion omposed of irreduiblelinked diagrams in G, and the integral sign represents a generalized foldingoperation . Q̂0 is obtained from Q̂ by removing terms of �rst order in thereation matrix G. In our alulations we take the Q̂-box to be omposedof G-diagrams through seond order. They are preisely the seven �rst- andseond-order diagrams onsidered by Shurpin et al. [38℄. Note that for nuleiwith valene holes the alulation of the Q̂-box is somewhat di�erent. Infat, in this ase the external valene-partile lines appearing in the diagramsof [38℄ have to be replaed with valene-hole lines [14℄.After the Q̂-box is alulated, Ve� is obtained by summing up the folded-diagram series (6) to all orders by means of the Lee�Suzuki iteration method[39℄. This last step an be performed in an essentially exat way for a givenQ̂-box.It is worth mentioning that the Ve� obtained with the proedure de-sribed above represents the e�etive interation only between two-valenepartiles or holes. This e�etive interation ontains one- and two-bodyterms. It is ustomary, however, to use a subtration proedure [38℄ sothat only the two-body terms are retained. As far as the one-body termsare onerned, it is assumed that they modify the unperturbed part of theHamiltonian, whih justi�es the use of experimental single-partile energies.As regards the eletromagneti observables, we have alulated themby making use of e�etive operators [40, 41℄ whih take into aount ore-polarization e�ets. More preisely, by using a diagrammati desription asin Ref. [40℄, we have only inluded �rst-order diagrams in G. This impliesthat folded-diagram renormalizations are not neessary [41℄.



878 A. Covello et al.3. Review of seleted resultsTo illustrate the quantitative auray of realisti shell-model alula-tions in desribing the spetrosopi properties of nulei near losed shells,we report here some results of the study we have performed over the pastfew years. These are to be viewed as samples of the whole body of resultswe have obtained for medium- and heavy-mass nulei having or laking fewidential partiles with respet to double shell losures.As already pointed out in the preeding Setions, all the results presentedhere have been obtained by making use of e�etive interations derived fromthe Bonn-A free NN potential. Regarding the single-partile or -hole ener-gies, we have taken them from the experimental spetra of the orrespondingsingle-partile or -hole valene nulei, wherever available. This is indeed thease of the four nulei 130Sn, 134Te, 206Pb, and 210Po, for whih we reporthere the alulated spetra. Atually, only for the N = 50 isotones and thelight Sn isotopes we had to use a di�erent proedure to �x the single-holeand single-partile spetrum, respetively. As regards the eletromagnetiobservables, no use has been made of empirial e�etive harges sine, asmentioned in subsetion 2.1, the e�etive operators needed for their alu-lation have been derived in a mirosopi way. TABLE IExperimental and alulated low-energy levels in 130Sn.E (MeV)J� Exp. Cal.0+ 0.000 0.0002+ 1.221 1.3537� 1.947 1.8144+ 1.996 2.0635� 2.085 1.9374� 2.215 1.9906+ 2.257 2.2448+ 2.338 2.32410+ 2.435 2.402In Tables I�IV we ompare the experimental [42,43℄ and alulated low-energy spetra of 130Sn, 134Te, 206Pb, and 210Po. An example of the kindof agreement between theory and experiment [42,44℄ for the eletromagnetiproperties is given in Table V, where the moments and the E2 transitionrates for 210Po are reported. We see that the observed exitation energiesin all the four nulei are very well reprodued by our alulations, the dis-repany being less than 100 keV for most of the states. The agreement



Present Status of Realisti Shell-Model Calulations 879TABLE IIExperimental and alulated low-energy levels in 134Te.E (MeV)J� Exp. Cal.0+ 0.000 0.0002+ 1.279 1.2994+ 1.576 1.5836+ 1.691 1.7216+ 2.398 2.3712+ 2.462 2.5534+ 2.554 2.5841+ 2.631 2.5155+ 2.727 2.671 TABLE IIIExperimental and alulated low-energy levels in 206Pb.E (MeV)J� Exp. Cal.0+ 0.000 0.0002+ 0.803 0.8040+ 1.165 1.0363+ 1.340 1.2592+ 1.467 1.2734+ 1.684 1.6931+ 1.704 1.5462+ 1.784 1.6974+ 1.998 1.9342+ 2.148 2.124a3+ 2.197 2.1427� 2.200 2.156a1+ 2.236 2.1010+ 2.315 2.1356� 2.384 2.3122+ 2.423 2.280aThis spin-parity assignment is suggested by our alulations (see Ref. [9℄).between experiment and theory is also very good for the eletromagnetiproperties of 210Po, with the only exeption of B(E2; 2+1 ! 0+1 ). It shouldbe mentioned, however, that our value is onsistent with that of a previousalulation [45℄, while the experimental one has been derived in a way [46℄whih makes it rather unreliable [13℄.



880 A. Covello et al. TABLE IVExperimental and alulated low-energy levels in 210Po.E (MeV)J� Exp. Cal.0+ 0.000 0.0002+ 1.181 1.1304+ 1.427 1.3956+ 1.473 1.4938+ 1.557 1.5558+ 2.188 2.1792+ 2.290 2.2926+ 2.326 2.3674+ 2.382 2.3941+ 2.394 2.2205+ 2.403 2.4223+ 2.414 2.3807+ 2.438 2.437 TABLE VExperimental and alulated B(E2) values (W.u.), Q moments (eb), and � mo-ments (nm) in 210Po. Quantity Exp. Cal.B(E2; 2+1 ! 0+1 ) 0:56 � 0:12 3.55B(E2; 4+1 ! 2+1 ) 4:53 � 0:15 4.46B(E2; 6+1 ! 4+1 ) 3:00 � 0:12 3.07B(E2; 8+1 ! 6+1 ) 1:10 � 0:05 1.25�(6+1 ) �5:48 � 0:05 +5.29�(8+1 ) +7:35 � 0:05 +7.06�(11�1 ) +12:20 � 0:09 +13.12Q(8+1 ) �0:552 � 0:020 �0:588Q(11�1 ) �0:86 � 0:11 �0:92More omplete spetra of the four nulei onsidered here may be foundin Refs. [7, 9�11, 13℄, while the results obtained for all other nulei inludedin our study are given in Refs. [6�9, 11, 13, 14℄. We also refer the readerto these papers for a detailed analysis of the spetrosopi properties ofthe various nulei. It seems appropriate, however, to show here the overallagreement between our results and the experimental data, at least as regardsthe energy levels. A quantity whih provides suh an information is the rms



Present Status of Realisti Shell-Model Calulations 881TABLE VIRoot mean square deviation �. See text for details.Nuleus Number of levels �(keV)96Pd 7 12297Ag 4 10898Cd 4 107102Sn 3 92104Sn 5 165130Sn 8 119134Te 15 127135I 10 59136Xe 14 90204Pb 32 122205Pb 17 64206Pb 24 94210Po 37 87211At 19 64212Rn 13 85deviation � [47℄. In Table VI we report the � values for all the nulei we havestudied with at most four idential valene partiles or holes in the region ofdoubly magi 100Sn, 132Sn, and 208Pb. The number of levels inluded in thealulation of � is also reported. It should be noted that the very limitednumber of data for the lighter nulei re�ets the experimental situation. Infat, these nulei lie well away from the valley of stability and only reentlysome experimental information on their spetrosopi properties has beomeavailable. In any ase, we see that the � values are all very small, 7 out of15 being less than 100 keV and only one reahing 165 keV.Finally, for 98Cd, 102Sn, 130Sn, 134Te, 206Pb, and 210Po we show in TableVII the omparison between the observed [48,49℄ and alulated ground-statebinding energies relative to the losest doubly losed ore. For the absolutesaling of the six sets of single-partile or single-hole energies, the mass exessvalues for nulei with one partile or one hole with respet to 100Sn, 132Sn,and 208Pb are needed. These have been taken from Refs. [48,49℄. As regardsthe Coulomb interation between the valene protons in 98Cd, 134Te, and210Po, we assume that its ontribution is equal to the matrix element of theCoulomb fore between the two-proton states (g9=2)2J=0+ , (g7=2)2J=0+ , and(h9=2)2J=0+ , respetively. From Table VII we see that an exellent agreementwith experiment is obtained, the alulated values falling within the errorbars for all the nulei onsidered.



882 A. Covello et al. TABLE VIIExperimental and alulated ground-state binding energies (MeV). See text foromments. BNuleus Exp. Cal.98Cd �3:98 � 0:48 �4:56 � 1:33102Sn 24:03 � 0:59 23.60 �1:33130Sn �12:52 � 0:04 �12:82 � 0:06134Te 20:56 � 0:04 20.62 �0:07206Pb �14:12 � 0:00 �14:12 � 0:01210Po 8:78 � 0:00 8.79 �0:014. Summary and outlookIn this paper, we have tried to give a self-ontained review of the presentstatus of realisti shell-model alulations, as it appears to us through thework we have arried out in this �eld during the past �ve years. The mainaim of this work has been to give an answer to the ruial question of whetherthis kind of alulation is able to provide a quantitative desription of nulearstruture properties. We think we an now de�nitely answer this questionin the a�rmative with a word of aution. As already mentioned in theIntrodution, the main body of our alulations has until now onernednulei with idential valene nuleons. As a onsequene, we may only laimto have a stringent test of the isospin T = 1 matrix elements of the e�etiveinteration. A areful test of the T = 0 matrix elements is of ourse equallyimportant. We should point out, however, that in a reent study [12℄ ofthe doubly odd nuleus 132Sb we have obtained results whih are as good asthose regarding like nuleon systems. Along the same lines we are urrentlystudying other nulei with both neutrons and protons outside losed shells.Another main question relevant to mirosopi nulear struture alu-lations is the extent to whih they depend on the NN potential used asinput. As brie�y disussed in subsetion 2.1, we are also trying to explorethis problem. We only emphasize here that the Bonn-A potential, whih wehave used as initial input in all the alulations reported in Se. 3, yieldsresults whih are similar to (in some ases even somewhat better than) thoseprodued by its modern, high-preision, version CD-Bonn. This indiatesthat, as far as nulear struture is onerned, the �2 produed by an NNpotential is not, within reasonable limits, the most important aspet. Inother words, on-shell di�erenes have little in�uene on nulear strutureresults.



Present Status of Realisti Shell-Model Calulations 883To onlude, we may say that the stage for realisti shell-model alu-lations is by now well set, that is to say the way is �nally open to a morefundamental approah to the nulear shell model than the traditional, em-pirial one. From a �rst-priniple point of view, however, we should be awarethat a substantial theoretial progress in the �eld of NN interation is stillin demand. This may not be neessarily ahieved within the framework ofthe traditional meson theory. Su�e here to mention a promising alternativeapproah, the hiral e�etive theory, whih is atively being pursued [50℄.The results presented in this paper are part of a researh projet arriedout in ollaboration with T.T.S. Kuo. This work was supported in part bythe Italian Ministero dell'Università e della Riera Sienti�a e Tenologia(MURST). N.I. would like to thank the European Soial Fund for �nanialsupport. REFERENCES[1℄ T.T.S. Kuo, G.E. Brown, Nul. Phys. 85, 40 (1966).[2℄ T. Hamada, I.D. Johnston, Nul. Phys. 34, 382 (1962).[3℄ G.H. Herling, T.T.S. Kuo, Nul. Phys. A181, 113 (1972).[4℄ J.B. MGrory, T.T.S. Kuo, Nul. Phys. A247, 283 (1975).[5℄ See, e.g., J.P. Elliott, in Shell Model and Nulear Struture: Where Do WeStand?, Proeedings of the Seond International Spring Seminar on NulearPhysis, Capri, 1988, ed. A. Covello, World Sienti�, Singapore 1989, p. 13.[6℄ F. Andreozzi, L. Coraggio, A. Covello, A. Gargano, T.T.S. Kuo, Z.B. Li, A.Porrino, Phys. Rev. C54, 1636 (1996).[7℄ F. Andreozzi, L. Coraggio, A. Covello, A. Gargano, T.T.S. Kuo, A. Porrino,Phys. Rev. C56, R16 (1997).[8℄ A. Covello, F. Andreozzi, L. Coraggio, A. Gargano, T.T.S. Kuo, A. Porrino,Prog. Part. Nul. Phys. 38, 165 (1997).[9℄ L. Coraggio, A. Covello, A. Gargano, N. Itao, T.T.S. Kuo, Phys. Rev. C58,3346 (1998); L. Coraggio et al., to be published.[10℄ A. Covello, F. Andreozzi, L. Coraggio, A. Gargano, A. Porrino, in Highlightsof Modern Nulear Struture, Proeedings of the Sixth International SpringSeminar on Nulear Physis, S. Agata sui Due Gol�, 1998, ed. A. Covello,World Sienti�, Singapore 1999, p. 129.[11℄ A. Covello, L. Coraggio, A. Gargano, N. Itao, T.T.S. Kuo, in Nulear Stru-ture 98, Gatlinburg, Tennessee, 1998, ed. C. Baktash, AIP Conf. Pro. 481,AIP, New York 1999, p. 56; A. Covello et al., unpublished.[12℄ F. Andreozzi, L. Coraggio, A. Covello, A. Gargano, T.T.S. Kuo, A. Porrino,Phys. Rev. C59, 746 (1999).
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